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Emergency services are medical procedures needed by emergency patients in an immediate time to save lives and prevent disability. All patients who register are given a medical identity card (KIB) which is an identification card as a patient that contains the patient’s identity and medical record number, must be taken each time the patient’s treatment. Often patients who are delivered or come alone without a medical card can cause the giving of new numbers or duplicate numbers by medical record officers. The resulting impact shows disrupted services, while the management of medical records to support the achievement of orderly administration. The purpose of this study was to see an overview of the utilization of medical cards in the emergency room of Dr.H.Abdul Moeloek Regional Hospital. This research uses descriptive method which is done directly to see the activities of medical record officers in carrying out patient registration in the emergency room. Hospital research results already have SPO Emergency Patient Registration, but existing ones still do not provide complete procedures for cases of patients who do not carry KIB. Errors caused by not carrying KIB can cause duplicate medical record numbers. In addition, the SIMRS used should be able to prevent the number duplication for patients who do not carry KIB.
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